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Small-perturbation frequency-domain techniques such as impedance spectroscopy 
(IS) and intensity-modulated photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) have become important 
methods for the investigation of the physical working mechanisms of the perovskite 
solar cell (PSC). The validity of these methods relies on assuming sample stability at the 
given steady state. Through a series of IMPS measurements, we identify that this 
assumption is invalid in certain cases for both iodide and bromide-based PSCs that show 
strong time drift in their IMPS response, noticeable in particular at low frequencies, 
which are usually connected with the kinetics of ionic motion and interaction with outer 
electrodes. Using time course interpolation and a corrective Z-HIT algorithm that 
connects the modulus of the IMPS transfer function and its phase, we identify that the 
low-frequency arc/tail is in certain cases an artefact generated by time drift of the 
sample. Since the low-frequency data in an IMPS measurement of the PSC provide 
important information regarding its differential external quantum efficiency, care must 
be taken to ascertain the origin and validity of the low-frequency phenomena. Validity 
test is performed by using a combination of corrective algorithms mentioned above and 








Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have reached very high efficiencies, both in a single 
junction (25.2%) and tandem configuration (29.2%),1 confirming its potential to prove a 
disruptive technology for the renewable energy scene in the near future. This rapid 
development is related to a large amount of information obtained regarding the physical 
operation mechanisms of the PSC.2 A very popular method to obtain such information in 
solar cells in general and PSCs in particular, is the use of small perturbation frequency 
domain methods. While impedance spectroscopy (IS) has been the most widely used 
and well-known small perturbation measurement for solar cells,3-4 intensity modulated 
photocurrent spectroscopy (IMPS) has emerged as an alternative technique that provides 
both novel and complementary information regarding the working mechanisms of the 
PSC.5-8  
A basic assumption during an IMPS measurement, and in general all small 
perturbation measurements, is the stability of the system under scrutiny. Any change or 
drift in the steady-state condition of the system during the measurement, due to 
degradation or other effects, can significantly affect the output, especially at low 
frequencies that require longer measurement times9. Other factors to be considered also 
include the linearity in the response to the applied perturbation and the condition of 
causality, which stipulates a response only after application of the stimulus. The latter 
condition gives rise to the Kramers-Kronig (KK) relations10-11 that relate the real part of 
the complex transfer function to its imaginary part and vice versa. The KK relations 
provide a well-known methodology to verify the response of small perturbation 
measurements.12 
From previous analyses, it is well established that the low frequency capacitance 
(<10 Hz) at 300 K, reaches values exceeding 10 µF cm-2, practically independent of the 
perovskite absorber film thickness.13 This dark capacitance cannot be associated with 
bulk dielectric relaxation and relates to ionic accumulation in the vicinity of the outer 
electrodes. Kinetics of ion accumulation reproduces in some cases diffusion patterns. 
Moreover, low-frequency features are connected to the appearance of hysteresis in the 
current density–voltage curves.2 In brief, previous analyses14-16 led to the idea that the 
large low-frequency capacitance relates to the interactions of ions to the interface by a 
complex mechanism that might involve not only ion diffusion and accumulation, but 
also electrode reactivity and ionic-electronic coupling. Hence, it would be particularly 
interesting to verify if the low-frequency features usually observed in PSC using IS and 
IMPS appear as an effect of time instabilities and response drift or, on the contrary, 
derive from stable physical mechanisms.  
In this work, we establish the role of time drift as a source of error in IMPS 
measurements carried out on methylammonium lead iodide and methylammonium lead 
bromide PSCs. It is well known that the PSC exhibits very slow response timescales on 
the order of seconds, related to the slow drift of ions within its lattice.2, 17-18  This 
behaviour creates a large sensitivity to experimental parameters of voltage and light 
intensity that makes it difficult to maintain a given steady state in the case of small 
perturbation techniques. We confirm the occurrence of drift in the system state through a 
time-dependent series of IMPS measurements that leads to variations in the obtained 
IMPS spectra. By applying corrective time course interpolation and the method of Z-
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HIT refinement, we identify that the low frequency (LF) IMPS response, which is an 
arc/tail in the lower or upper quadrant, is in certain cases only an artefact produced by 
the time drift of the sample. The validity of the data, especially at low frequencies, is 
very important due to the fact that the IMPS transfer function contains information on 
the external quantum efficiency of the solar cell. Therefore, careful accounting and 
subsequent application of the corrective procedures will prove important in error-free 





2.1 Sample preparation 
All materials were used in our experiments as received: FTO glasses (25 x 25 mm, 
Pilkington TEC 15, ~ 15 Ω sq-1 resistance), TiO2 paste (Dyesol 30 NRD, 300 nm 
average particle size), CH3NH3Br, CH3NH3I (DYESOL), PbBr2, PbI2 (TCI, 99.99%), 
titanium diisopropoxide (bis-acetylacetonate) (75% in isopropanol, Sigma-Aldrich), 
N,N-dimethylformamide anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, 99.8%), dimethylsulfoxide 
anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 99.9 %), toluene anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, 99.8 %) and 
chlorobenzene anhydrous (Sigma Aldrich, 99.8 %) and spiro-OMeTAD (Merck). 
Preparation of photoanode. Prior to the deposition of TiO2 compact layer, the FTO 
substrate was partially etched with zinc powder and HCl (2 M) and cleaned by ultra-
sonication in Hellmanex detergent diluted at 2%, rinsed with Milli-Q water and in a 
solution of ethanol: isopropanol (1:1 v/v). After that, the substrates were treated in a 
UV−O3 cleaner for 10 min. 
Compact layer TiO2. The TiO2 blocking layer was deposited by aerosol spray pyrolysis 
at 450 °C, using a commercial titanium diisopropoxide bis(acetylacetonate) solution 
(75% in 2-propanol, Sigma-Aldrich) diluted in ethanol (1:9, v/v) as precursor, with 
oxygen as carrier gas and spraying a total volume of 10 mL (approx.), performed by 3 
steps spraying of 6 s each one and waiting 30 s between steps. 
Mesoporous layer TiO2.To form the mesoporous layer, diluted paste of TiO2 (1:5, 
weight ratio) (Dyesol 30NRD: ethanol) was spin-coated at 2000 rpm for 10 s followed 
by 100ºC for 10 min and sintering step at 500ºC for 30 min under room atmosphere. 
Deposition of perovskite. For cells 1, 2, 3, and 4 the perovskite precursor solution was 
prepared by mixing N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solutions containing MAI and PbI2 
(1: 1 mol %) and MAI, PbI2 and dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO 1: 1: 1 mol %). Then, 50 
µL of perovskite precursor was spin-coated at 4000 rpm for 50 s. Chlorobenzene 
anhydrous was used as the anti-solvent was added just before the white solid begins to 
crystallize in the substrate. In the case of bromine cell, MAPbBr3 film was prepared by 
mixing PbBr2 precursor solution in DMF and DMSO without stirring at 80°C for 20 
minutes until complete dissolve. After cool down at room temperature, this solution was 
mixed with MABr powder to obtain a final concentration of 1.4 M MAPbBr3. The 
solution was deposited by two ramps of spin coating method: 1000 rpm for 10 s and 
4000 rpm for 40s, using toluene as anti-solvent during the second ramp. This was 
followed by annealing at 100°C for 3 min to obtain a shiny and homogenous film.  
Deposition of hole transporting material (HTM) and device fabrication. To complete the 
fabrication of device, a solution of Spiro-OMeTAD as HTM, was prepared by 
dissolving 72.3 mg of (2,2′,7,7′-tetrakis(N,N′-di-pmethoxyphenylamine)- 9,9′-
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spirobifluorene) in 1 mL of chlorobenzene, 28.8 μL of 4-tert-butylpyridine and 17.5 μL 
of a stock solution of 520 mg/mL of lithium bis- (trifluoromethylsulfonyl) imide in 
acetonitrile, as additives. Perovskite film was then covered with 50 μL of the HTM 
solution by dynamically spin coating at 4000 rpm, 800 rpm/s of acceleration for 30 s. 
Finally, 85 nm of gold was thermally evaporated on top of the device as a back contact, 
using a commercial Univex 250 chamber, from Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum. 
 
2.2 IMPS Theory 
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where the tilde represents an AC quantity, 
 is the extracted current density (A/cm
2) and 

 =  is the input photon flux  represented as a current density. Note that the 
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where the overbar represents a steady-state value. Therefore, the LF limit of the IMPS 
transfer function yields the differential external quantum efficiency  and the 
real part of the IMPS transfer function  yields the frequency-dependent evolution of 
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From Equations 2 and 3, we can see that the  is the slope of the DC 
photocurrent versus light intensity.  
Alternatively, the IMPS spectra can be calculated by converting the output specific 
responsivity values 




  (4) 
where ℎ is Planck’s constant, $ is the speed of light,  is the electronic charge, % = 454  
nm is the wavelength of the input photons and ) =  10+m2 is the illuminated area on 
the solar cell.  
 
2.3 IMPS measurements  
A Zahner CIMPS19 system (Figure 1) was used to carry out the IMPS measurements. 
Such a setup is advantageous compared to the traditional instrumentation. CIMPS stands 
for “Controlled Intensity Modulated Photo Spectroscopy”, what signals, that the set 
point magnitude, respectively reference magnitude controlled by the FRA output as well 
as the FRA reference input is not the LED current like usual. Instead, it is the directly 
controlled intensity as set signal and the immediately measured intensity as FRA 
reference input signal. This is realized by means of a photo sensor close to the site of the 
sample. The sensor receives a fixed calibrated share of the intensity at cell site. The 
output is also used as feedback signal for an extra power operational amplifier (PP211) 
controlling the LED light source. This feedback loop eliminates any non-linearity, 
thermal and time degradation of the light source in a way that a factory calibration once 
is sufficient to guarantee calibrated results for both intensity bias as well as modulation 
within the lifetime of the LED. Because the (immediately measured) intensity is used as 
FRA reference input signal instead of the LED current (as a substitute quantity), 
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modulus magnitude error as well as phase shift between intensity and cell output signal 
(current for IMPS, voltage for IMVS) is eliminated. 
Most measurements were carried out at potentiostatic condition with zero set voltage 
(short circuit condition) in the frequency range 105 Hz–0.1 Hz, except of the 
measurement series displayed in Figure 6c and d, which was acquired down to 10-2 Hz. 
A blue LED light source emitting at wavelength 454 nm with a spectral half width of 12 
nm was used for all the measurements under DC bias of 500 W/m2 with an AC 




Figure 1 Functional scheme of the CIMPS setup used during IMPS measurements. The 
cell is kept under potentiostatic control by the FRA/potentiostat (Zennium Pro). For 
IMVS measurements, the potentiostat can be switched to galvanostatic mode or off. 
Components and signal paths different from the classical IMPS setup are marked in red. 
 
2.4 Equivalent circuit model 
The equivalent circuit (EC) recently developed7 to analyze IMPS data of PSC is 
shown in Figure 2a. This model expands the traditional equivalent circuit of IS3-4 and 
produces three spectral features: two arcs in the upper quadrant and one in the lower 
quadrant as its IMPS response, see Figure 2b. While the same EC produces the IS 
spectrum shown in Figure 2c.  
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Figure 2 (a) Equivalent circuit of the PSC during an IMPS measurement, identified in 
Ref.7. (b) IMPS and (c) IS spectra. The elements include a series resistance ,-, external 
DC voltage ./0, geometric capacitance 12, DC current source   and modulated current 
source 3  representing photogeneration, resistances ,45, ,65 and ,75 corresponding to 
high, intermediate and low frequency respectively, capacitances 165 and 175 
corresponding to intermediate and low frequency respectively. The characteristic times 
constants are indicated in the complex plane plots of the spectra. 
 
The high frequency (HF) arc in the upper quadrant is formed by the series resistance 
,- and geometric capacitance 12. The intermediate frequency (IF) line is optional, 
depending on the observation of an IF arc or not in the upper quadrant. The LF arc is 
formed by the time constant of the LF capacitance and resistance. This arc shifts to the 
lower quadrant due to the placement of the current source that represents the modulated 
light source in an IMPS measurement across only the HF resistance. Furthermore, the 
LF limit of the IMPS transfer function, which is the horizontal axis intercept of the LF 
arc/tail, provides information on the 8655 of the solar cell. 
 
2.5  Z-HIT algorithm for KK transformation 
The use of the KK relations in practical applications yields several limitations that 
create error, such as the need for extrapolation of measured data due to the integration 
frequency range (−∞, +∞) and the inability to detect all-pass contributions.20 From the 
logarithmic counterpart of the linear KK relations, often addressed as Hilbert transform, 
an advantageous alternative procedure was derived which takes the two-pole nature of 
the system into account. It uses an approximate relation between the logarithm of the 
modulus of the small-perturbation complex transfer function  (see below for the 
specific case of IMPS) and its phase shift versus the logarithm of the frequency. This 
procedure is able to overcome the above mentioned limitations and is written as21 
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where - and < are the starting frequency of the integration and the frequency of 
interest respectively, G is the phase angle of the complex function and I is a constant 
with a value of −Q 6⁄  independent of the nature of the system.20 This relation is used in 
a commercially available software package, termed the Z-HIT algorithm, in order to 
check the validity of the experimental data and detect unwanted time drift 
contaminations. Due to the relative robustness of the phase angle ϕ compared to the 
vulnerability of the small-perturbation transfer function modulus by time drift effects, 
the Z-HIT algorithm can also be used to reconstruct the course of the uncontaminated 
 from the phase course G of the experimental data. 
 
2.6 Time course interpolation 
It is possible to carry out time course interpolation to account for time drift of the small 
perturbation spectra, especially at lower frequencies, see Figure 3. This procedure was 
presented by H. Göhr and W. Meißner22-23 the late 1970s and is since then content of the 
commercial Thales software. A better known similar approach was published by 




Figure 3 Scheme of the time course interpolation operation here illustrated for the case 
of impedance (Bode diagram). Series of measured spectra beginning at high frequencies 
(right) are displayed in red, with their samples also moving in the time direction along 
the z-axis (“bent” in time) as measurement time evolves at low frequencies. Along the 
time course at every certain frequency through the series (blue curve), the individual 
samples (green lines) of the impedance at a certain fixed time (here the spectrum start 
time) are reconstructed by interpolation. The procedure can be performed analogously 
with IMPS and IMVS data.  
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3. Results and discussion 
The structure and expected band alignment26 of the cells used for this study and their 
corresponding current density–voltage (j-V) curves are shown in Figures 4a and 4b, 
respectively. A total of five cells were measured, with four of them corresponding to the 
methylammonium lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3) perovskite absorber and one cell 
corresponding to methylammonium lead bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3) absorber, as 
explained in the Methods section. These cells are hereafter referred to as cells I1-I4 and 
B1 respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4c, the I1-I4 cells showed differences mainly 
in their short-circuit current (jsc), ranging between 15-20 mA/cm
2, while their open-
circuit voltages were very similar, between 1.00–1.05 V. The observed dispersion in 
short-circuit current is connected to the particularities of the preparation and processing 
conditions. It is well known that the quality of the perovskite film formed on the 
substrate is an important factor that controls the output jsc, influenced by a good 
connection to the back contact, sufficient mobility and good contact between grains. We 
therefore ascribe the variations in the jsc values of the cells I1-I4 to the limited 




Figure 4 Schematic of the structure and energy levels of the measured (a) Iodide PSCs 
and (b) Bromide PSC. (c) Corresponding j-V curves of the PSCs used for IMPS 
measurements, measured at a scan rate of 50 mV/s. The arrows indicate the direction of 
scan. The measurements were carried out using a blue LED emitting at 454 nm with an 
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intensity of 500 W/m2, that corresponds to a photon flux of 1.1×1017 cm-2 s-1 (AM 1.5G 
illumination corresponds to a photon flux of 4.3×1017 cm-2 s-1). 
 
We proceeded to measure the IMPS spectra of the cells at short-circuit (SC) 
conditions followed by time course interpolation and Z-HIT correction to the obtained 
spectra (see Methods section). The normalized IMPS spectra (real part versus imaginary 
part of the dynamic  transfer function) measured at SC conditions for the cells I1 and 
I2 are shown in the red lines of Figures 5a and 5b. The spectra were registered soon after 
the corresponding j-V curves.  
As explained in the Methods section, the low frequency value the real part of the 
IMPS transfer function  yields the frequency-dependent evolution of the differential 
external quantum efficiency .
5, 8 In turn,  relates to the absolute 
or steady-state external quantum efficiency , depending on the linearity in 
response of the steady-state photocurrent to the input light intensity.8 The significance of 
the low-frequency (LF) arc/tail for understanding the operation of the PSC is related to 
the equivalent circuit (EC) shown in the Methods section (Figure 2). The complex plane 
diagrams in Figure 5 exhibit two arcs in the upper quadrant, moving towards increasing 
values of . We observe that at low frequencies the second arc tails off into a 
reduction in the ′ values. In this case, while the LF reduction in the  




Figure 5 Complex plane diagram of the normalized IMPS transfer function  for (a) 
cell I1 (b) cell I2. The red lines correspond to the measured data and the blue lines 
correspond to the Z-HIT corrected data (see Methods section). 
 
Due to the physical significance of the LF arc on EQE assessment, ascertaining the 
validity of this spectral feature through time course interpolation and Z-HIT correction 
that accounts for artefacts generated by time drift (see Methods section) is extremely 
important. Moreover, LF features directly impact the EC and hence the understanding of 
the physical mechanisms governing the PSC operation. 
The Z-HIT corrected spectra are shown in the same graphs of Figures 5a and 5b (blue 
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lines). It can be seen that for both the cells in the high-frequency (HF) region, there is 
some variation in the spectra, while the intermediate-region (IF) spectra match quite 
well. The major discrepancy occurs in the LF region, where the reduction in the real part 
(around 10% of maximum real value) is not observed for the corrected spectra. These 
results indicated that time drift in the spectra, especially at lower frequencies, was a 




Figure 6 (a, c) Raw data of IMPS series measurements over time of cells I3 and I4 
respectively and (b, d) time course interpolation + Z-HIT corrected data (see Methods 
section) of cells I3 and I4 respectively. 
 
In order to gain deeper insight on the LF effect, we proceeded to carry out a series of 
IMPS measurements over time on cells I3 and I4, shown in Figures 6a and 6c 
respectively. It was observed that there occurs a gradual stabilization of the spectra over 
timescales > 30 minutes. The initial spectra (comparable those shown in Figure 5) in 
particular suffer strongly from this time drift phenomenon, showing a large variation in 
the IF and LF regions compared to the stabilized spectra, while a final exact settling into 
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steady-state behaviour does not happen even after several hours. 
Furthermore, time course interpolation followed by Z-HIT correction (see Methods 
section and also28 for a detailed description) was carried out, shown in Figures 6b and 6d 
for cells I3 and I4 respectively. Generally, the reconstructed spectra differ significantly 
from the raw data. Firstly, it stands out that the abnormal linear shape of the HF 
semicircles visible in the raw data of Figures 6a and 6c is changed into normal 
semicircles after the correction procedure, apparent in Figures 6b and 6d. As can be seen 
from Figures 6a and 6c, the appearance of an IF arc in addition to the HF arc is common 
to both samples, while the LF arc in the positive imaginary direction (lower quadrant) 
visible at first glance in the raw data of cell I3 (Figure 6a) vanishes in the corrected data. 
In contrast, cell I4 now exhibits an additional small LF loop. Zoomed versions of 
selected corrected spectra are shown in Figure 7 for a better appreciation of this LF loop. 
It should be noted that the cell I4 measurement ran down to 10-2 Hz, while the cell I3 




Figure 7 Zoomed complex plane diagram of the IMPS transfer function Q of three 
selected successive Z-HIT corrected spectra (#3-5) of the IMPS series vs. time for (a) 
cell I3 and (b) cell I4. It should be noted that the cell I4 measurement ran down to 10-2 
Hz, while the cell I3 measurement ended at 0.1 Hz. 
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Figure 8 Comparison between raw (red) and Z-HIT-processed IMPS data (blue) of cell 
B1. Here, the “LF loop” almost vanishes if time drift effect is suppressed while a small 





Figure 9 (a) CNLS Fit (Zahner Thales software) of the Z-HIT-processed IMPS data of 
cell B1. Solid curve: fit; circle symbols: Z-HIT-processed measure data. The number of 
data points in the LF area of the not zoomed graph is reduced for clearer visibility. (b) A 
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slightly modified model compared to the EC shown in Figure 2 was used. The Bode 
diagram modulus (c) and phase (d) confirms the high quality of the fit. 
 
Since the contribution of the LF loop to the net variation of the transfer function is 
very small, it is tempting to consider that it is only an artefact of the correction 
procedure. However, a similar feature was also observed in the IMPS spectrum 
measured for the bromine-based sample (cell B1) shown in Figure 8. It exhibits a similar 
loop in the LF region but also one in the IF range, very clearly expressed both in the raw 
as well as processed data. By an extension of the EC in Figure 2, indicated in Figure 9b, 
we were able to fit the spectrum of cell B1 in Figure 8, shown in Figure 9a (complex 
plot) and Figure 9c and d (Bode plots). In this case, additional circuit elements are 
included to properly fit the HF and IF regions of the spectrum. ,′-  and ,′65 give rise to 
the intermediate loop (inset of Figure 9a) which is not reproduced with the simpler EC 
of Figure 2. 
This analysis indicates that the loops observed in the LF region are not artefacts of 
the correction procedure but real phenomena, further indicating the general complexity 
in the response of the PSC. We remark that the appearance of loops in the IMPS spectra 
does not require inductive elements in the EC, in contrast to the case of IS.29 It should 
also be noted that even the LF loop (zoomed inset in Figure 9a) is reproduced clearly in 
spite of its small overall contribution and the approximate character of the Z-HIT 
analysis. In summary, the repetition of spectra and correction of the time drift effect 
appears an important tool to reveal significant characteristics of small perturbation 




In this work, we have identified that the perovskite solar cell suffers from a drift from 
its apparent steady-state condition during an IMPS measurement. This can lead to the 
measurement of erroneous spectra, especially at low frequencies, which are routinely 
used to extract important information regarding the operation of a solar cell such as its 
differential external quantum efficiency. By using a corrective algorithm based on time 
course interpolation and the Z-HIT transformation, we observe that the singular 
reduction in the differential external quantum efficiency due to the low-frequency arc is 
eliminated completely in some cases, allowing for a more accurate assessment of the 
charge extraction properties of the perovskite solar cell using IMPS. In the absence of 
these corrective measures, it is recommended to carry out a series of IMPS 
measurements over time in order to obtain stabilized spectra, which we observe to be for 
timescales greater than 30 minutes. 
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